The influence of the viscous dissipation and radiation effects on the natural convection heat transfer in a square cavity filled with porous media saturated with a nanofluid is studied. The vertical walls of the cavity are subject to finite temperature difference while the top and bottom walls of the cavity are insulated. The Buongiorno's nanofluid model, incorporating the Brownian motion and thermophoresis effects, is employed. The governing equations, in nondimensional form, are written in the weak form and solved using the finite element method. The influences of viscous dissipation and radiation effects on the concentration distribution of nanoparticles are discussed. The average and local Nusselt numbers are reported for various values of viscous dissipation (Eckert number) and radiation effects. The results show that the Nusselt numbers at the hot and cold walls are not equal due to the presence of viscous dissipation effects. The raise of Eckert number decreases the Nusselt number at hot wall, but it increases the Nusselt number at the cold wall. It is also found that the increase of Lewis number enhances the heat transfer in the cavity.
Introduction
The heat transfer of nanofluids in porous media has gained considerable attention and many valuable studies have been performed in this subject. Consideration of the heat released by viscous dissipation depends on the other thermal sources, influencing the heat transfer in the fluid motion such as localized heat sources or sinks or buoyancy forces induced by heated or cooled walls. The heat released by viscous dissipation in natural convection could be significant in various devices, subject to large decelerations or which operate at high rotational speeds or stronger gravitational fields and in processes wherein the scale of the process is very large [1] . The flat plate solar collectors, supported with metallic porous foams indeed are cavities subject to internal heat generation due to solar radiation. The heat transfer in metal porous foams has found many industrial applications such as heat exchangers [2] and electronic components [3] . The radiation heat transfer of nanofluids has found applications in solar systems for direct absorption of solar radiation as discussed in Luo et al., Karami et al. and Menbari and Alemrajabi [4] [5] [6] .
Different aspects of the convective heat transfer of nanofluids have been studied in many previous studies. For instance, Sun and Pop [7] have studied the free convective heat transfer of nanofluids in a porous triangle cavity. Ghalambaz et al. [8] have studied the effect of presence of nanoparticles on the convective heat transfer of nanofluids in a cavity filled with high conductive metal porous foams. Noghrehabadi et al. [9] [10] [11] have analyzed the free convective heat transfer of nanofluids in the boundary layer. Ghalambaz and Noghrehabadi [12] , Ghalambaz et al. [13] as well as Zargartalebi et al. [14, 15] have studied the effect of Brownian motion and thermophoresis forces on the boundary later natural convective heat transfer of nanofluids in porous media. Sheremet and Pop [16] have examined the conjugate heat transfer effects on the natural convective heat transfer of nanofluids. Sheremet et al. [17] have examined the effect of presence of nanoparticles and different thermal boundary conditions [18] on the natural convective heat transfer of nanofluids in a cavity filled with a porous medium.
The radiation effect and viscous dissipation are two important aspects of heat transfer in porous media, which were well studied in previous researches. Saeid and Pop [19] examined the effect of viscous dissipation on the natural convection heat transfer in a porous cavity. The authors [19] reported that the Nusselt number at hot wall is a decreasing function of the viscous dissipation parameter (Eckert number). Hussain and Pop [20] have studied the radiation effects over an inclined plate embedded in porous media. Mahdy and Chamkha [21] have examined the effect of viscous dissipation on the mixed convection in porous media. Considering the nanofluids in porous media, RamReddy et al. [22] and Chamkha et al. [23] have examined the effect of viscous dissipation on the boundary layer convective heat transfer of nanofluids. Rashad et al. [24] have studied the effect of viscous dissipation on the natural convective heat transfer of nanofluids assuming a homogeneous distribution of nanoparticles in the nanofluid and porous media.
Influences of skin friction coefficient, Brownian and thermophoresis forces on the third grade nanofluid are studied by Hussian et al. [25] . They have considered thermal radiation and MHD flow applicable in engineering issues such as heat exchangers and solar collectors. Shehzad et al. [26] , have examined the effects of thermal radiation and internal heat generation in a nanofluid over a stretching surface. In another study, Shehzad et al. [27] have examined the effect of MHD (Magneto-hydro-Dynamic) flow on the Oldroyd-B nanofluid.
Recently, Makinde et al. [28] have investigated the MHD flow in a porous medium including the radiation effects. They examined the influence of viscous dissipation and magnetic field on the heat transfer over a vertical flat plate. The results show that boosting of magnetic field and Eckert number reduces heat transfer rate. Makinde [29] surveyed boundary layer flow about a flat plate in the presence of viscous dissipation effect for different types of nanofluids. Moreover, different types of water base nanofluids including Al2O3 and Cu in a porous medium have been examined over a flat plate by Motsumi and Makinde [30] and in a pipe by Khamis and Makinde [31] . The results indicate that the nanofluid containing Cu nanoparticles produces better heat transfer enhancement.
The review of the literature shows that the effect of viscous dissipation and radiation effects for nanofluids considering a nonhomogenous model, incorporating the Brownian motion and thermophoresis forces, have not been addressed yet in a cavity. The present study aims to examine the influence of the viscous dissipation and radiation effects on the natural convective heat and mass transfer of nanofluids in a square cavity using the non-homogeneous model of nanofluids by employing the Buongiorno's mathematical model.
Basic equations
Consider the free convection flow of a nanofluid in a square cavity of size L filled with a nanofluid-saturated porous medium. There is a temperature difference between the isothermal vertical (right and left) walls while the horizontal walls (top and bottom) are well insulated. The cavity walls are assumed rigid and impermeable. The left vertical wall is assumed at the constant high temperature of Th while the right vertical wall is at low temperature of Tc. A schematic representation of physical model, boundary conditions and the coordinate system is illustrated in Fig. 1 .
It is assumed that the nanoparticles are well dispersed in the base fluid and the suspension is stable due to employed surface charges methods or presence of surfactants, which prevents nanoparticles from agglomeration and deposition on the porous matrix [32, 33] . Further, the following assumptions are applied:
(a) Porous medium is saturated with a nanofluid fluid (b) The fluid is assumed to be gray emitting and absorbing but non-scattering (c) The fluid and medium are in local thermal equilibrium everywhere inside the medium.
The Darcy-Boussinesq approximation is employed. Homogeneity and local thermal equilibrium in the porous medium are assumed. We consider a medium which its porosity is denoted by ε and permeability by K. The following are the four field equations for invoking the conservation of total mass, momentum, thermal energy, and nanoparticles, respectively (see [32] [33] [34] 
where V is the Darcy velocity vector, T is the fluid temperature, C is the nanoparticle volume fraction, t is the time, p is the fluid pressure, g is the gravity vector, DB is the Brownian diffusion coefficient, DT is the thermophoretic diffusion coefficient, 
We consider the Rosseland approximation for radiation [30] where aR is the Rosseland mean spectral absorption coefficient and σ BS is the Stefan-Boltzmann constant. Expanding T 4 about T ∞ using Taylor series and neglecting higher order terms [35] 
The basic equations for the problem under consideration can be written, in Cartesian coordinates x and y , after the pressure p is eliminated from Eq. (5) by cross-differentiation, as
where u and v are the velocity components along x and y directions, respectively. Introducing a stream function ψ defined by
ensures identical satisfaction of Eq. (8) . We are then left with the following equations taking into account steady-state regime
Introducing the following dimensionless variables
where ΔT T T h c = − . Substituting Eq. (16) into Eqs. (13)- (15), we obtain
ψ .
The corresponding boundary conditions of these equations are given by
y on y and y (20) Here, Ra is the Rayleigh number for the porous medium, Le is the Lewis number, NR is the radiation parameter, Ec is the Eckert number for the porous medium, Nr is the buoyancy ratio parameter, Nb is the Brownian motion parameter and Nt is thermophoresis parameter, which are defined as 
The physical quantities of interest are the local Nusselt number Nu and the local Sherwood number Sh, which are defined as 
where the above equations are concluded from the employed boundary conditions. Considering Eq. (24) for Sherwood number, the results will be reported for the Nusselt number.
Here, relations of skin friction coefficient is defined as following [28] :
where, the nondimensional form of skin friction coefficient for left hot wall is given by:
Numerical method
The system of partial differential equations (PEDs), Eqs. (17)- (19) , and the corresponding boundary conditions, Eq. (20) , are transformed into the weak form to be solved numerically by the aid of Galerkin finite element method [36] . Employing the basis set, the nondimensional stream function (ψ) variable, nondimensional temperature variable (θ) and the nondimensional concentration (φ) of nanoparticles are expanded as, (27) For all of the three variables the basis function (ω) is the same, and thus, the total number of nodes is N. Then, the nonlinear residual equations are obtained as follow by applying the Galerkin finite element method on the governing equations at the nodes of the internal domain Ω,
and R Le y dxdy
where Ri are the nonlinear residual equations. Here, the Bi-quadratic functions with three point Gaussian quadrature is employed for evaluating the integrals. The Newton-Raphson method is also applied to solve the nonlinear residual equations, Ri, for the coefficients of the expansions, i.e. ψk, θk and φk, in Eq. (27) . More details about the solution procedure can be found in the excellent studies by Reddy [36] and Basak et al. [37, 38] . In the present study, a nonuniform grid, in which the grid points are symmetrically clustered next to the vertical and horizontal walls with the ratio of 1.05, is utilized. The zero values for the stream function, the value of 1/2 for the temperature, and unity for the concentration is adopted as initial guesses.
Starting from the initial guesses, the system of residual equations were solved iteratively and the calculations were repeated until the residuals for the field variables, i.e. stream function, temperature and concentrations, become small (10 −7 or lower). The solution procedure, in the form of an in-house computational fluid dynamics (CFD) code, has been validated successfully against the results available in literature.
Code validation
Neglecting the effect of nanoparticles, the present study is limited to the study of pure fluid in a square enclosure. In this case, the numerical results are compared with the previous studies in Table 1 . As seen, the results are in good agreement with the results available in literature.
Grid check
In the present study, the results were reported for Rayleigh number in the range of 10 < Ra<1000, the buoyancy ratio in the range of 0 < Nr<90, the radiation parameter NR in the range of 0 < NR<1, the Eckert number in the range of 0 < Ec<0.01 [46] . The value of thermophoresis and Brownian parameters are discussed in [47] and found that they are small about 10
. The Lewis number is large of the order 1000 and higher [47] . Here, the results were computed for various combinations of the nondimensional parameters and various mesh sizes. The summery of the calculations for various values of Ec, NR, Le is shown in Table 2 when Nr = 20, Nb = Nt = 10 −6 , Ra = 1000. According to the results of Table 2 , the grid size of 125 × 125 could provide sufficient accuracy for results. Hence, this size of grid is employed for calculations.
Results and discussion
In the following text, the results are reported for a typical case of Ra = 100, Ec = 0.001, ε = 0.7, NR = 1/4, Nb = 1E-6, Nt = 1E-6, Le = 1000 and Nr = 20, otherwise the value of nondimensional parameter will be stated.
Figs. 2, 3 and 4 show the effect of viscous dissipation on the streamlines, isotherms and iso-concentrations for two Eckert numbers of Ec = 0 and Ec = 0.001. Fig. 2 clearly shows the circulation of the nanofluid in the cavity. As seen in this figure, the presence of viscous dissipation effects tends to shift the streamlines toward the core. The most significant effect of the presence of viscous dissipation effects (i.e. Ec = 0.001) can be seen about the top-left corner as well as the bottom-right corner, where the velocities of flow are high. Fig. 3 indicates that the presence of viscous dissipation effects tend to increase the temperature in the vicinity of the hot wall. This figure in agreement with Fig. 2 shows that the most significant effect is about the top-left and bottom right corners where the temperature profiles are under the significant effect of viscous dissipation. Fig. 4 compares the nondimensional distribution of nanoparticles in the cavity when the viscous dissipation effects are negligible (see Fig. 4a ) and when they are significant (see Fig. 4b ). Fig. 4a shows a significant gradient of nanoparticles next to hot and cold walls. As seen in Fig. 3 , the temperature gradient next to the hot and cold vertical walls is high, and hence, the thermophoresis force is high in the vicinity of the vertical walls. Thus, next to the hot wall, the thermophoresis force tends to move the nanoparticles away from the wall. In contrast, the thermophoresis force near the cold wall tends to push the nanoparticles into the cold wall. Hence, the concentration of nanoparticles near the hot wall is low and near the cold wall is high. The concentration of nanoparticles near the top wall is also low. This is mostly because of the flow in the cavity. The flow near the low concentration hot wall is toward the top wall. Indeed, when the flow is near the hot wall, the nanoparticles are subject to the thermophoresis force and tend to move in the opposite direction of the temperatures gradients. As the flow of nanofluid continues to flow toward the top wall, more and more nanoparticles get away from the wall until the low concentration nanofluid reaches the top wall. As a result, the flow with low concentration of nanoparticles will be collected near the top wall. The opposite behavior could be seen near the cold wall. For the cold wall, it should be noticed that the nanoparticles tend to be collected near the wall due to the thermophoresis force, and hence, the cold bottom wall contains high concentration of nanoparticles. Comparison between Fig. 4a and 4b reveals that the presence of viscous dissipation effects tends to uniform the concentration in the cavity and reduce the concentration gradients.
Figs. 5, 6 and 7 illustrate the effect of radiation parameter (NR) on the streamlines, isotherms and iso-concentrations. Fig. 5 shows that the presence of radiation effects mostly affects the streamlines in the core region of the cavity where the flow is weak. Fig. 6 shows the radiation effects on the temperature profiles. The presence of radiation effects induces significant influences on the temperature profiles next to the horizontal walls. This is the place, in which there is a significant temperature difference in vertical direction and the flow velocity is low. Attention to the temperature distribution for NR = 0 and NR = 1 /4 next to the vertical walls shows that the dashed green lines are smoothly closer to the vertical walls compared to the solid red ones, which means that the temperature gradient in the absence of radiation effects is smoothly higher in the mentioned places. Indeed, the presence of radiation effects increases the effective thermal conductivity of the porous medium and the nanofluid. When the thermal conductivity increases, the heat could easily transfer better from the vertical walls into the cavity and the temperature difference reduces. It is worth noticing that although the presence of radiation effects tends to reduce the temperature gradients, the increase of the effective thermal conductivity tends to increase the Nusselt number (see Eq. (24)). the hot wall (i.e. y ≈ 0) is very high; this is where the high concentration of fresh cold nanofluid commenced to flow over the wall.
As the nanofluid moves toward the top, the Nusselt number starts to reduce. Hence, the minimum value of the local Nusselt number can be seen next to the top wall (i.e. y ≈ 1). The similar trend of behavior can be seen for the cold wall but in the reverse direction. For the sake of better comparison, the results for the cold wall are plotted as a function of (1-y) in Fig. 8b . For the hot wall, Fig. 8a indicates that the increase of the radiation parameter (NR) decreases the local Nusselt number (comparison between the dash-dot blue line and dash-dot-dot orange line). Similar trend of behavior could also be seen for the Eckert number (comparison between the dash green line and dash-dot blue line). It is also clear that the maximum value of the Nusselt number next to the bottom wall (i.e. y ≈ 0) decreases when the viscous effects (e.g. Ec = 0.001) and the radiation effects (NR = 1.0) are significant. It is also interesting that the presence of the viscous dissipation and radiation effects tend to increase the local Nusselt number near the top wall. This is because of the fact that the presence of viscous and radiation effects would increase the overall temperature of the nanofluid in the vicinity of the wall, which consequently, results in higher buoyancy forces, and ultimately, the stronger the buoyancy flow the stronger the surface heat transfer (higher local Nusselt number). Fig. 8b illustrates that the magnitude of the local Nusselt number at the top of the cold wall (i.e. (1-y) ≈ 0) is higher than that of the bottom of the hot wall (i.e. y ≈ 0) when NR = 1.0 and Ec = 0.0. Indeed, the presence of viscous dissipation generates significant amount of heat in the cavity, which should be extracted from the cold wall. It is clear that when the viscous dissipation is negligible (i.e. Ec = 0), the local Nusselt number for the hot and cold walls are the same. Fig. 9 shows the influence of the radiation parameter on the average Nusselt number at the hot and cold walls for various values of Eckert number. This figure shows that the increase of the viscous dissipation (i.e. Eckert number) decreases the average Nusselt number at the hot wall. In contrast, the average Nusselt number at the cold wall is an increasing function of viscous dissipation (Ec). Indeed, the viscous dissipation tends to increase the temperature of the fluid next to hot wall, which consequently, reduces the temperature difference between the hot wall and the adjacent fluid. As a result, the presence of viscous dissipation tends to reduce the average Nusselt number for the hot wall. The viscous dissipation would also increase the temperature of the fluid next to the cold wall, which results in the increase of temperature difference and the increase of Nusselt number at the cold side. Fig. 10 shows the average Nusselt number as a function of buoyancy ratio parameter (Nr) for different values of radiation parameter (NR). This figure in agreement with Fig. 9 shows that the presence of radiation effects increases the average Nusselt number. Attention to isotherms in Figs. 3 and 6 shows that the presence of radiation effects tend to reduce the gradient of temperature at the wall; however, the presence of radiation effects also tend to increase the heat transfer by the increase of the effective thermal diffusion in the porous medium. This figure shows that the increase of the heat diffusion due to radiation is the dominant effect, and hence, the average Nusselt numbers is an increasing function of radiation parameter (NR). This figure also reveals that the raise of the buoyancy ratio parameter reduces the average Nusselt number. Fig. 11 shows the effect of Lewis and Eckert numbers on the average Nusselt number at the hot wall. This figure indicates that the increase of Lewis number increases the heat transfer from the wall (i.e. average Nu). When the Lewis number is small about 100 or lower, the increase of average Nusselt by the increase of Lewis number is significant, but the increase of Lewis number to values above 100 shows only smooth enhancement in the heat transfer from the surface (i.e. average Nu). When the Lewis number is small, the thickness of the boundary layer for concentration of nanoparticles over the vertical walls is large, and hence, a large area of the cavity is under the influence of the migration of nanofluids. When the Lewis number increases, the thickness of the concentration boundary layer over the vertical walls decreases, and consequently, the affective area of migration of nanoparticles also decreases. For very large values of Lewis number, the concentration boundary layer is a very narrow region next to the vertical walls, and hence, further increase of Lewis number does not show significant effect on the heat transfer from the wall (i.e. average Nusselt number).
Here, three sets of Nt and Nb parameters have been defined as: I: Nt = Nb = 1E-6, II: Nt = 1E-6, Nb = 3E-6 and III: Nt = 3E-6, Nb = 1E-6. Figs. 12, 13 and 14 depict the isotherm contours, the isoconcentration contours and the streamlines for the sets of II (i.e. Nt = 1E-6, Nb = 3E-6) and III (i.e. Nt = 3E-6, Nb = 1E-6). As seen, the variation of Nt and Nb induces a significant effect on the isotherms, concentration contours and the streamlines. As seen, as the Thermophoresis effect gets stronger (e.g. the case of Nt = 3E-6, Nb = 1E-6), the concentration distribution of nanoparticles in the cavity gets more nonuniform. Fig. 15 shows the effect of Thermophoresis and Brownian parameters on the local Nusselt number (Fig. 15a ) and skin friction (Fig. 15b) at the left hot wall. In these figures, the results are plotted for those three mentioned sets of Nt and Nb parameters. Fig. 15a indicates that the effect of fluctuation of Nt on the local Nusselt number is more significant at the bottom of hot wall than the top of the wall. Indeed, the themophoresis force drives nanoparticles from hot wall toward the cold wall. Near the bottom of the hot wall is the area where the fresh stream of the cold flow reaches the hot surface, and hence, the temperature gradient is high. The increase of the temperature gradient boosts the thermophoresis effect and induces a significant effect on the local Nusselt number. As the cold fluid flows toward the top, it gets hot and the temperature gradient drops. Near the top of the wall, the temperature gradient is low, and consequently, the thermophoresis effect is also weak. Thus, as seen in Fig. 15a , there is a significant effect on the local Nusselt number at the bottom of the wall (i.e. length of hot wall near zero), and by moving toward the top of the wall the impact of thermophoresis parameter on the local Nusselt number decreases. It is also clear that the fluctuation of Brownian motion parameter induces a negligible effect on the variation of the local Nusselt number. Fig. 15b shows the profiles of the skin friction at the hot wall. As seen, the increase of the thermophoresis parameter or the decrease of the Brownian motion parameter results in increase of the wall skin friction. Indeed, the increase of the thermophoresis parameter boosts the effect of temperature gradient and increases the migration of nanoparticles from the vicinity of the hot wall into the colder areas. As the heavy nanoparticles move away from the wall, the fluid near the hot wall gets lighter and the buoyancy forces get stronger. Thus, by the increase of the thermophoresis force, the skin friction increases. In contrast, the increase of the Brownian motion parameter tends to uniform the nanoparticles near the wall and reduces the buoyancy effect. Hence, as seen, the increase of the Brownian motion parameter reduces the skin friction.
Conclusion
The radiation and viscous dissipation effects on the convective heat transfer of nanofluids in a cavity is studied using Buongiorno's mathematical model for nanofluids. The Darcy-Boussinesq model is utilized for modeling the flow in the porous media. The governing equations are transformed into a nondimensional form and successfully solved using the finite element method. The local and average Nusselt number at the hot and cold walls were calculated and reported for various values of the radiation parameter (NR) as well as viscous dissipation effect (Ec). The main outcomes of the present study could be summarized as:
1. The effect of viscous dissipation on the concentration distribution of nanoparticles is significant.
The presence of viscous dissipation results in higher values of
average Nusselt number at the cold wall. The raise of viscous dissipation (Ec) tends to reduce the average Nusselt number at the hot wall. 3. The presence of radiation effect reduces the temperature gradient but increases the heat diffusion in the porous media and nanofluid. It is found that the overall effect of the presence of radiation effect is to increase the heat transfer (average Nusselt number). 4. The increase of Lewis number and buoyancy ratio parameter, respectively, increases and decreases the average Nusselt number.
(a) (b) 5. Augmentation of thermophoresis parameter results in a low value of heat transfer (Nusselt number) and high value of skin friction (gradient of velocity of nanofluid).
